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CANADIAN FERNS.

BY REV. ROBERT CAMPBELL, D.D., MONTREAL.

PART IV.-CYSTPTERIS.

I. CYSTOPTERIS 3ULBIFERA (L.) BERN.-Bulblet Cystoferis.
This is one of the most common and best known of our ferns. It

may be looked for at the foot of wet rocks in the woods and in moist

ravines. The stem is slender, and so, if it bas not stones or brush-

wood to climb over, it trails along the ground, sometimes attaining

a length of two or three feet. When it has an object to rear itself

on it bas a graceful drooping form, as one of the specimens in the
illustration shows. But its characteristic, by which it is generally
recognized, is the bulblet or bladder, which grows in the axils of

some of the pinnæ, and which in due time drop off and propagate

the plant. These bulblets may be detected in the specimen on the

right hand, shown in the illustration. This fern obtains its fo/k-
name from this bulblet or bladder, being often called the bladder
fern. Its generic name, CYSTOPTERIS, neans bladder wing, because

the covering of the sori in all the species is in the forn of a bulb or

bladder. This interesting fern grows abundantly at the foot of the

crest of the mountain at " Ravenscrag."

2. CYSTOPTERIS FRAGILIS (L.) BERN.-Briitle Fern. This is
one of the most graceful ferns we have. Although it is usually found

growing in the crevices of moist rocks, specimens are occasionally

seen on low springy ground, at the foot of ,mall boulders. It is a

small fern, very variable in appearance, as well as in height, and is
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(1) IBLA DDE R F F R N. C' I./f ,r , i/i>fP'c- (/. p lern.
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(2) H RITTI.E FERN. ris/op/eris Fi agi/is (L ) Bern,.
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a native of nearly every quarter of the globe. Its stipe is of a chest-
nut colour, smooth and shining. The lower pinnæ are usually
smaller than the next pair above thém, and separated by a wide
space. The remaining pinnæ are closer to one another, and they
all have a central space in their irregular segments. Like those of
the other members of the genus, the sporanges are provided with
the bladder arrangement which gives them their name. This Cystop-
teris is very tender, and the specimens when collected need gentle
handling, they break so easily,-hence, the folk-name, Brifle Fern.

3. CYSTOPTERIS MONTANA (LAM.) BERN.-Mounfain CyS/Op-
leris. This CYSTOPTERIS is differentiated from Cys/obferis fragilis
by several distinctive marks. There is not the same wide space
between the lowest pair of pinnules and ýthe pair next above. The
segments are deeply and regularly divided into oblong lobes, deeply
toothed, whereas the segments of the " Brittle Fern " are irregularly
pinnatifed, with a broad central space and segments decurrent along

the winged rachis. Then the outline of the " Mountain Cystopteris "
is deltoid-ovate, with the lowest pinnoe deltoid-lanceolate, and much
larger than the upper. This feature is not so noticeable in the speci-

men here used for illustration as it ought to be, on account of the

plants not having been carefully extended in the drying. This fern

is somewhat rare in Eastern Canada. The specimens from which

the photogravure is taken was obtained on a hillside near the River

Rouge, Quebec.

DRYOPTERIS.

Britton and Brown restore the name DRYOPTERIS given to this

genus by Adams in 1763, although it lias been generally known since

the publication of Schrader's Journal of Botany, in i 8oo, as " Aspid-

ium," on account of the shield-shape of the covering of the spores

which characterizes the family. " Dryopteris " signifies Oak-Fern,

because most of the species embraced in the genus are found where
the oak tree abounds. By Linnæus this genus was included in that

of Polypodium, with which it has a close affinity. Fifty years ago,
Asa Gray designated it Dryopteris, thus early using his influence to

186
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(3) MOUNTAIN CYSTOPTERIS. Cr-stopteris Montana (Lam.) Bern.
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restore the earliest name given to the distinctive genus, although he

afterwards fell in with the prevailing usuage, calling it Aspidiun.

Some of the species are also ranked in Europe variously under the

generic names of Nephrodium, Lastrea and Polystichum.

i. DRYOPTERIs LONCHITIS (L.) KUNTZE.-Holly Fern. The
accompanying illustration conveys a good idea of this fern. The

stock is short and thick, and the fronds, once pinnate, are leafy

frorn the base and form a stiff upright figure. The segments are

scythe-shaped, prickly-toothed, enlarged at the base on the upper

side into a toothed lobe, and the plant is covered with pale, golden-

brown scales and hairs. The sori are circular, rather small and

numerous. the fruit dots close to one another and near the margin.

It is a widely spread fern, being found ail over Europe and Asia,
although it is confined mainly to mountain regions. It is rai. in

Eastern Carada, and grows in tufts on shaded, rocky places. The

specimen used for illustration is a very fine one, kindly lent by Prof.

Penhallow for the purpose, and was collected at Owen Sound. o t

gets its name " Holly Fern " from its dark green colour and the

spiny character of its frond.

2. DRYOPTERIS ACROSTICHOIDES (MIcHx.) KUNTZE.-Clrist-

mas Fern. This is one of our most striking ferns, both from its

colour and outline. It is deep green, with a glossy surface, and it

preserves its colour throughout the winter, even in the forest,-hence

one of its folk-names, "Evergreen Rock Fern." It is, however, the

scythe-shaped pinnæ that will specially attract attention. They

have an ear on the upper side of the base, while the margin all

around is covered with fine silvery hairs, developing into a bristle at

the point. The fruit dots are confined to a few of the pinnæ at the

top. These pinnæ are turned in at the edges, and this gives the

upper portion of the frond a contracted appearance, which is one of

the noticeable features of this fern. The sori run together, and the

fruiting pinnules look as if covered with light brown felt. The fruit-

ing fronds are much taller than the barren ones. The Chris/mas

Fcrn grows in rocky woods. It is rather rare about Montreal, being

found only in one confined space above Ravenscrag; but it is
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abundant in Eastern Ontario, and in the adjoining State of New

York. It is hardy and easily transplanted, and is one of the most

ornamental of our ferns.

3. DRYOPTERIS ACROSTICHOIDES (MICHX.) SCHWEINITZII

KUNTZE.-Scalloped C/ris/mas Fern. This fern differs from the

one last described only in having cut-lobed pinnules. It is, there-

fore, not counted a species by itself, but only a variety of Diyopteris

acrostichoides. It is somewhat rare in comparison with the typical

" Christmas Fern." But it is found on our mountain side, in the

near neighbourhood of the Dryop/eris acrostichoides, and should

have a separate place assigned it in any assortment of our native

ferns.

ROBEkT CAMIPBELL.
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MR. FRANK ROY.

" Flowers have their tine to fade,
And leaves to wither at the north wind's breath,
But thou hast all seasons for thine own,

O ! Death."

Requiescat in Pace. The close of his life was full of suffering.

Mr. Roy passed away in the General Hospital on the last day

of October. His painful illness was borne patiently and with hope,

while hope could endure; patiently and with resignation when he

knew that his suffering could only terminate with his life.

He was born at Houston, Renfrewshire, Scotland, in 1841.

From Scotland he brought with him to Canada, in 1869, an excep-

tionally rare knowledge of the practice and science of horticulture,

acquired at Barochan, one of the most ancient and picturesque

estates in Renfrewshire; at Milliken House, the property of Sir

James Napier, Bart ; at Corsall, then in the possession of a descen-

dant of Sir John Moore, the hero of Corunna; at Gordon Castle,

the seat of the Duke of Richmond and Gordon ; as head gar-

dener for Sir William MacKenzie, Bart, of Coul, Ross-shire ;

in some of the largest nurseries in Scotland, and at the Royal Botanic

Gardens, Edinburgh.

He came to this country as Manager of the Montreal Floral

Nurseries, and was later for some years with the late Mr. Alfred

Brown, of Bel-Air, Dorval. Subsequently he was Manager for

Mr. William Evans of his nurseries at Broadlands, and in 1890

became Superintendent of Mount Royal Cemetery.

Mr. Roy's high intelligence, his close observation and keen

interest, made him one of the best known and most highly esteemed

horticulturists in Canada. A monument to his practical knowledge

and excellent taste in landscape gardening may be seen ai the Forest

and Stream Club, Dorval. These grounds were laid out by Mr.

Roy, while the property was in the possession of its original pro-

prietor, Mr. Alfred Brown, and are to-day one of the best examples
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in this neighborhood of good taste and skilful design. His name

has long been prominent at horticultural exhibitions, and many of

the most beautiful exhibits seen at recurring flower shows have been

of his production.

Much of his leisure was devoted to the promotion of horticul-

ture. His faculty of initiation, his executive energy and tact, and

his generosity when occasion arose, have been invaluable to the

Montreal Horticultural Society, in whose work he bas performed an

active and leading share for a long series of years, as one of its

directors, and as a past president. The juvenile section of the Society,

which was devised with the object of imbuing the youth of the city

with a love for flowers, and conveying to them some practical know-

ledge of their cultivation, by furnishing the children attending the

public schools with plants in the spring, and creating a spirit of

rivalry by offering rewards for the best results in the autumn, was of

Mr. Roy's initiation, furthered by a lion's share of the incidental

labor and expense at his own hands to bring the project to a suc-

cessful issue. If " imitation is the sincerest form of flattery," then

Mr. Roy's practical ideas for the advancement of horticulture received

well merited compliment by the subsequent adoption in Toronto,

London, and some of the other cities throughout Canada, of methods

of arousing an interest in and imparting a knowledge of horticulture

amongst the young in those centres of population, on the lines

devised by Mr. Roy.

A paper which he was invited to read before the Central Canada

Stock Association a few years ago incidently deplored the bare, ugly

environment of our country schools, and in his practical way be

suggested ways and means of creating more tasteful surroundings.

In the result the Association adopted a resolution embodying the

sense of his advice, which was presented to the Provincial Govern-

ment.

Mr. Roy was also an active promoter of this Magazine, as a

medium for the dissemination cf a better knowledge of horticulture

throughout the city and country, and was himself, until attacked by

the illness which carried him away, a frequent and instructive con-
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tributor to its pages. His invariable generosity when required was

here made manifest, inasmuch as lie was one of the original guaran-

tors who stood between the risk of financial loss through the publi-

cation and the impairment of the Society's funds as a consequence.

To the amateur and those seeking information he was a

willing helper ; and his ready and intelligent advice smoothed away

many a difficulty.

Although perhaps not generally known Mr. Roy was a Fellow

of the Royal Horticultural Society,-indeed, one of the very few

Fellows of the British Society on this side of the Atlantic.

His sterling integrity, high intelligence and unassuming modesty

brought to him a greater share of esteem and liking than fall to the

lot of many.

We would fain linger over recollections of some of the love-

able traits in his practical nature, but one that had in it so much

that was sympathetic and poetical. His patriotism was intense, and

his talks on old impressions were always most interesting. To hear

him recall, with tle enthusiasm of a boy, the ttting water-wagtail

by the grassy bank of some vimpiing streamlet,-tlie scream of the

imagpie in the woods,-the song of the skylark, as it rang above the

heather,-or the more distant echo of the whaup's cry over the

moorland, showed vow keen had been his powers of observation.

It was safe always to expect him to end up such conversations

by moulding them into a song of praise for his much-loved native

land.

Whether at its business councils, or at the lighter and more

social events of the Society, his presence will be sadly missed, and

there will be a vacant chair ivhîch it will be hard to fill.
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NOTES FROM CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

It gives me pleasure to accede to the request of the Secretary,

and in response to send some jottings respecting doings in the Horti-

cultural Departnient of the University. I need not explain that this

division is presided over by the foremost horticultural authority in

America, Prof. Liberty Hyde Bailey. I shall not speak of his work

as a teacher, the influence of his enthusiasm upon the student, nor

of the fertility of his resources in the field of scientific research. I

should, however, like to draw attention to one feature which adds

much to the happiness and information of the student of horticulture

at Cornell. This is the Lazy Club. The Horticulturists' Lazy Club

was described as follows in a recent number of American Gardening:

" It is the creature of the horticultural students of the univers

ity. It is not an organization. It has no constitution, no by-laws.

no rules, no dues, no officers. But every Monday night in the year,

at 7.30 the Club meets, term time or vacation time, rain or snow,
wind or calm. There is only one formality, the register book goes

the round at each meeting and each one signs it, and the subject of

the evening is placed at the head. At each meeting some one is

selected to talk the week followirg, and another is asked to give the

gist of the horticultural news of the world. It is perfectly demo-

cratic. Although tl-e professor is in attendance lie takes the repartée

and the criticism with the others. Every one is in for a "scrap,"

and the speaker must be ready for a rigid cross-examination and to

have his statements challenged. The Club has a rcom of its own.

There are incandescent lights, a stereoptican and a blackboard.

There is a large central table, and on a rack, at the side, are files of

about fifty horticultural periodicals in various languages, nearly all

of which are donated by the publishers ; there is a growing reference

library. In this little room the students gather in close quarters

from ten to sixty. Everything is free and spontaneous. No student

is asked to attend, and none is refused. The meetings are never

advertised; the thing runs itself, and it keeps the track clear. The
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name of the Club was given by Prof. Bailey in celebration of his own

leading characteristic! The club room is now the centre about

which much of the best teaching work of the department revolves,

and the Lazy Club is said to be the liveliest club in the university."

One of the latest pieces of work undertaken by the Club is the

revision of the present code of Pomological nomenclature. The

American Gardening lias the folloving to say, editorially, regarding

this matter (in issue of Oct. 15:)

A PROPOSED NOMENCLATURE CODE.

In our report of the proceedings of the Lazy Club of Corneil
University appears an important proposed code for pomological
nomenclature to which we would call the particular attention of all
earnest and thinking horticulturists. Here is a ccnscientious effort
to produce cosmos out of chaos. The publishing of this code means
that Prof. Bailey, Prof. Waugh, Prof. Craig, Mr. Taylor and the
Lazy Club offer these suggestions as looking toward a more system-
atic usuage in pomological nomenclature, that after discussion in
periodicals and elsewhere, they may be made the basis of a perman-
ent code to be first adopted by some prominent pomological organ-
ization. Here follows the code :

PROPOSED CODE FOR POMOLOGICAL NOMENCLATURE.

FORM OF NAMES.

i. The names of a variety of fruit shall consist of one word, o1

at most of two words.

(a) In selecting names, simplicity, distinctiveness and conven-
ience are of paramount importance. Pitmaston Green Gage and
Louise Bonne de Jersey are neither simple nor convenient. Gold,
Golden, Golden Drop, Golden Beauty and Golden Prune, all given
to different varieties of plums are not distinctive.

(b) The use of such general terms as seedling, hybrid, pippin,
beurre, damson, etc., is not admissible.

(c) Nouns must not be used in the possessive form. McIntosh's
Red, Crawford's Early, Bubach's No. 5, must be written McIntosh
Red, Crawford Early and Bubach.

The name of no living horticulturist should be applied to a
variety without his consent.

(d) Numbers are to be considered only as temporary expe-
dirients, to be used while the variety is under trial.

(e) An author publishing a new variety should use the name
giren by the originator, or by the introducer, or else should choose

l98
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the oldest discoverable local name, providing such name may be
conformed to these rules without loss of identity.

2. In the full and formal citation of a variety name, the name
of the author who first published it shall also be given.

(a) Names would then take such forms as the following:
Summer Queen, Coxe, or Sophie (J. W. Kerr, Cat., 1894); or
America, Burbank, New Creations, 1898, p. 5.

(b) It is expected that such citations of names will be used only
in elaborate works on pomology, in scientific publications, or in
cases where they are necessary for clear discrimination of synonyms.

PRIORITY.

3. No two varieties in the same group shall have the same
name, and the name first published for a variety must always be
used to designate it. All names subsequently published must stand
as synonyms.

(a) The term "group " as here used shall be held to designate
the large general groups specified by words in common language,
such as raspberry, plum, apricot.

PUBLICATION.

4. Publication consists in the public distribution of a printed
name and description, the latter giving distinguishing characters of
fruit, tree, etc., or in the publication of a new name for a variety pro-
perly described elsewhere.

(a) Such a publication may be made in any book, bulletin,
report, trade catalogue or periodical, providing the issue bears the
date of its publication, and is generally distributed among nursery-
men, fruit growers and horticulturists.

REVISION.

5. No one is authorized to change a name for any reason except
when it conflicts with these rules.

The question is now open for discussion, suggestions and criti-
cisms are in order. I trust that among the readers of the " Horti-

cultural Magazine " there are those who will be sufficiently interested
to criticise or commend.

JOHN CRAIG.

Ithaca, N.Y.
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M ONOCOTYLEDONES.

PART II.-ARUMts. RooTs, BUDS, STEMS, LEAVES.

By MRs. G. W. SIMPSON, MONTREAL.

On the border land which parts the two great classes of flower-

ing plants, I think we may place the Arums. Sometimes, and per-

haps most frequently, they show relationship to the oize-seed-leaj

class; but in a few important particulars they exhibit features char-

acteristic of the two-seed-leaf class.

We have already seen, in former papers, that Nature does not

encourage an over-particular classification of lier wealth. She likes

to leave room for expansion and variety. She seems to say to us :

" Each generation of students learns a little about me, but there is

plenty more to come; do not ticket and put me away in pigeon-holes,

as if you had exhausted knowledge "

We will try not to offend in this matter, but conteint ourselves

with the most self-evident limitations.

It may perhaps be as well at once to say that Arums are found

with leaves characteristic of both the great classes of flowering

plants, so that it is not always easy to determine whether to place a

particular specimen amongst monocotyledones or dicotyledones,

judging by foliage alone. The Araceæ or Arum fanily, however,

are so uncommon in genera appearance, that the very sight of them

stimulates curiosity. In wet low-lying woods, fron one end of the

Dominion of Canada to the other, strange hooded plants without

leaves may he seen as soon as the snow meits. These are the in-

florescence or Hower spikes of the Skunk Cabbage. These brown-

ish-green, uncanny, ill-smelling flowers lead the grand procession of

the flowering plants of the summer season. Following close, in like

localities, is ano lier Arum popularly called jack-in-the-pulpit; and

close by, in a stream, yet another, more inviting both in name and

colour, for the floweris white, and it is calied the Calla Lily or Wild

Calla.
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Now we must allow ourselves a digression. This Canal Calla
is, according to the Botanists, the Calla proper. Its name signifies
good and beautifid, and very pretty it is. Why its name has been
transferred to the Calla Lily of the conservatories is not clear, unless
because both are beautiful. The right name of the foreign flower is
Richardia Africana, the Egyptian or Nile Lily. Its naie is full
of historical and classical associations. We are taken at once to
the decorations of the old Egyl.tian palaces. We think of Pharaoh's
throne, and Cleopatra's beauty, and better still, we are taken to the

riverside-to Moses in his ark of bulrushes fanned and shaded by
the white spathes and great arrow-shaped leaves of the Nile Lily.

The Araceæ are chiefly remarkable for their inflorescence-a
spadix with a spathe.

The spathe is a hood-like body ; and the prolongation of the
stem is the spadix. The monocotyledones, whose habit is to send

up leaf after leaf, each bearing a bud in its embrace, seem to make
little distinction at first between leaf bud and flower bud. As the
buds advance towards maturity, a flower bud will show a difference
in length of stem, and present itself in due time, altered and glori-
fied for special service. In the Nile Lily the green leaf-like spathe
turns to a pure white, and as it expands discloses a golden spadix.
From the base of the spadix to half way up, this receptacleis crowded
with triangular pistils, of three carpels each. Each pistil must be
regardea as a separate flower, and, of course, female ; the upper half

of the receptacle is covered with golden stamens, so close together
as to form a golden spike. Each tiny sta.nen must also be consid-

ered a separate flower, and, of course, male. Keeping a specimen

on your table, or better still, a plant in your window, you nay see
these stamens mature, a few at a time, dropping their delicate white

pollen to the base of the protecting spathe. The spathe is open,

and tne fertilizing insects can run in and oit at their pleasure, feed-

ing on the pollen and dragging it here and there all over the pistils,

which are always mature in advance, to receive it.

Of our native Arums, the Skunk Cabbage, and more especially
the Jack. otherwisecalled the Indian Turnip, wear their hoods drawn
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over their faces, as it were. In the case of the Jack the pollinating

flies are said to be detained within the cup for some time. They

enter the holes at the sides, formed by the over-lapping spathe, and

alighting on the smooth, bare, brown tip of the spadix glide or fall

down to the bottom of the cul). There they remain, prisoners, till

the spathe withers ; fed by the pollen and some honey secreted by

the pistils. The whole work of pollination accomplished. the spathe

fades and shrinks, and the insects, free once more, ily off to another

flower to repeat the operation.

In Groom's Botany, a book recently introduced into the schools

of Montreal, the type selected to represent the Arum Family is the

Cuckoo Pint. Arumz acuii/um, a flower common enough in the

old worId. but not found % Canada. so far as I know. It reminds

us strongly of our Jack-in-the-pupit. It will be interesting next

spring to compare the one flower with the description of the other,

and show, as well as may be, the differences between them. For

there arc differences. Arum Maculatum used to be given a place in

medical botany in the early part of this century, but I believe its

value is now questioned ; and as, in common with most Arums it is

poisonous, it is not desirable to experiment with it. ''he late Abbé

Provancher, in his Flore Canadienne, tells us that the Indians used

the corm of our Arum Tri/z/u (Jack-in-the-pulpit) as a medi-

cine, but just how they prepared it, he d'es not say. Corms and

rhizomes are common amongst Arums. For reasons presently to be

given these must not be tîLught of as roots. but as stems. The

corm is a store-room or chest, wherein the plant lays up food for

future I. It generally contains much starch, pure, or allied with

other fooa material. The monocotyledones are famous for such

store-rooms. In Hyacinths aid Lilies they are called bulbs ; in the

Arums and Crocus family they are corms ; in orchids they are

tubers ; in grasses, and also in many Arums thev are rhizomes, or

creeping stems.

''he corm is a thick round body easily seen both in the English

and Canada Arum; and it may be studied aise in the Crocus and

the Cyclamen, both of which can be found in blossom at the Florist's
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during the winter season. Some botanists consider the corm a

modification of tuber, and for elementary purposes, they may well

be studied together.

With the general appearance of a tuber we are al] familiar in

the Potato. A growing potato plant sends out stenis near the

ground. When the stem is long enough to reach the ground it

enters, and there, in the dark earth, carries out the special purpose

for which it has forsaken its usual diies of leaf and bud-forming in

the upper air. When the stems in the air have flowered and fruited

and the stems in the ground have matured their tuLkrs, the parent

plant withers and dies. The seeds may be sown and they will pro.
duce new individual plants, but the tubers are not quite in the same

case. The seedlings, so to speak, are the children of the parent

plant, but the tubers are linbs or members of the parent itself. We

said just now that the parent plant was dead, but that, though a

generally understood popular statement, was not actually correct.

The tubers are underground stens of the parent plant, and these

bear leaves and buds, as well as those in the air. Their shoots are

resting during winter, and as soon as the warnth of spring invites,

they will seek the light and air also ; and thus the parent itself may

be said to live again in the upper air. If I have expressed myself

prol)erly it will be perceived that the tubers are limbs of the parent,
cut off for special purpose, and not the offspring of the parent, as in

the case of seed i. Thie tuber will in all respects reproduce the plant

from which it is a piece cut off. 'lhe " eye " which is the bud or

growing point, will be found in the axil of a bract. just as in the

green sten the bud is found in the axil of a leaf. 'lhe tuber then

is a sterm and not a root. Stems bear leaves ; roots bear none.

The simplest form which a plant can take is that of a cell, a

tiny round body without parts ; as in red sno v. 'T'le next stage is

the rod.like form with two ends, which we will call apex and base.

In a plant the base is used for attaching itself to some object in

order to gain what we may call a firi footing; while the apex tries

to stretch itself upwards into the air or out into the water, as the case

nay be. These simplest of plant forns have cellular tissue only
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and are called Alga:. In flowering plants they have their counter-

part in the enbryo which lies within the seed-coat. This embryo,
easily seen in the seed of a bean or pea, when stretched out to its

full length. is found to have a rod-like form, of which the apex is a

bud, and the base a root. Beneath the bud are tie Cotyledones

and beneath the cotyledones Uie hipoco/îl, as the word itself teaches

u.,. 'hie hypocotyl divides the ascending axis, or shoot, from the

descending axi:; or mot.

'lie apex of the shoot is the growting point, which travels on

and on till the brandi attains its full length. Then it sonetimes

fIowers and fruits, sometimes produces leaves, and sonetimes

withers and falls off. As the growing po.nt nakes its way towards

naturitv it throws out just beneath itself lateral or side buds. The

newest bud is aliwavs next tie growing point, and the oldest nearest

the hypocotyl. 'Tlie place where the bud pierces the stem is called

the n)de or knot, and the stretch of sten betwveen the nodes is called

the internode.

Elacli bud is subtended by a leaf, bract, or scale. To subtend

is to stretch under, as the base of a leaf stretches across the stem,

and under the bud. LUcY SIMP.SON.

LILIES OF JAPAN.

Although hiles flourish in every known country, sharing the

sane habits of growth. Japan. the land of flowers, surpasses ail for

nanifoldness of species and exquisite beauty of varieties. Grcatest

and best known of ail is the I.iliun auratum. and thi> species lias

five more well defined sub-species. viz: L. auratun pictumit, so called

for the )right crinison spots which cover its petals instead of the

brown colored ones of the type ; L. auratuni virginale aiba, which

is pure white as to petals. except that tlrouglh the centre of eaci

runs a goldeni yellow band ; I.. auratum Wittei, differing froni vir-

ginale alba only ini having raised white spots on the petals ; L aura-
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tui macranthum, the foliage of which is oval instead of lanceolate,

the flowers enormous and the petals covered with bright golden yel-

lov dots and L. auratui rubrum vittatum, which is the queen of

beauty in this sextet, through whose snowy petals runs a band of

blood red.

In Japan the auratum varieties were found growing wild in the

forests, the stalks attaining a great height and often bearing as many

as forty to fifty flowers each. They are now cultivated in fields for

export. The soil in the whole island of Japan is of a volcanic

nature (this may be a hint to growers), the same in the fields invari-

ably a heavy clay with substratum of gravelly substance. Ail

manuring is done throughout japan with nightsoil, chemical prepar-

ations being comparatively unknown. The tine of flowerîag beiing

past, the stalks dried off, the bulbs are dug and brou!it hv the far-

mers to the various purchasers, to be prepared for C.\port. -b bs

are bought froin the grower, not by the thousand or ione, but by

measure, ail sizes being mixed. The measure is a " picul," a .eight

of about 133 pounds.

The auratum bulb so far having foiled ail attempts to export

without covering or protection against atmospheric influences, the

work connected w;thî making it ready for export is laborious. Hill-

side clay and water is generally used in preparing a mixture the

thickness of mortar. The bulbs are graded in sizes either before or

after the process of covering them with a rather thick coat of the

clay. This wo-k is generally done by women and children. who

receive froi four to six cents per day. The bulbs, after being well

covered with the cay, are laid on trays to dry, not in the sun, but

in long sheds, as evaporation must not take place quickly, sufficient

moisture being necessarv to keep the bulb cool and plumip while in

transit. This process terminated, each size is packed in the well-

known export cases. Each layer is covered with dry, finely pulver-

ized clay, and the top being reached. the cover is nailed fast, the

respective consignee's mark put on with stencil, and the case is ready

for transport to the I Hatoba," the shipping place for foreign

steamers.
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We have found, in long experience, that the roots of the aura-

tum love to twist around moss and have invariably placed in the

botton of pots or boxes a generous layèr of some rich forest moss.

They love heavy soil and are impatient of too much moisture, which

easily induces decay of the scales. Bulbs of the earliest importa-

tions are not as good as those coming in later and which are better

ripened.

Other beautiful lilies of Japan are the L. speciosum or lancifol-

ium types, speciosum album, speciosum rubrum and Melpomene, the

latter a velvety dark sub-form of rubrum. All speciosum sorts have

come more to the front in latter years, having been found well pay-

ing investments; moreover the bulbs do well for years, flowering

every season, not being much subject to dcecay.

Another valuable species is L. elegans or Thunbergi. These

all have upright calyxes, stiff stems and are very easy of cultivation,

adapting themselves to any surroundings and growing and multiplyirg

rapidly. The best known varieties are: L. elegans, red; L. atro-

purpureum, or atrosanguineum, with velvety, dark crimson petals,

incomparable, beautiful shade of red with deep orange base; L.

elegans semiflore pleno, so called on account of its stamens forming

a feathery white inside, which makes the flower appear semi-double;

L. elegans, orange, or Dahuricum, a brilliant shade of orange yellow;

and L. elegans Alice Wilson, the rarest and most choice, with petals

a very delicate lemon yellow.

Other valuable species are L. Batemanni, which grows anywhere

and everywhere and lifts its tail spikes, crovned with six to eight

bright apricot-colored flowers; the tiger species, L. splendens and

flore pleno, single and double; L. Leichtlinii in two sorts, one

canary yellow, the other scarlet, both with purplish spots; L. Kra-

merii, that exquisite pale rose trumpet lily ; L. Hansonii, with thick,
golden yellow petals, spotted brown, the flowers of which keep for

weeks in water; L. Brownii, a long trumpet, creamy inside and

flushed lemon to pale purple on the outside ; L. coridion and L.

concolor, liliputians with delicate stalks but a foot in height, star-

like flowers, yellow or scarlet, gemmed with tiny dark dots, exquisite
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for floral work and well adapted for small plots or borders; L. cor-
difolium giganteum, with heart-shaped foliage and gigantic in pro-
portion, a rider on horseback barely towering over their stems when
entering a mass of them; L. Kamtshatkense (also found in Siberia),
the black lily, with its delicate bell-like bloom of a velvety blackish
purple; L. callosum, bell-shaped, scarlet; and last, but. not least,

L. longiflorum, the familiar Easter lily, whose only drawback is that
it is not co-equal with its transplanted relative, L. Harrisii, in bloom-

ing time. Over a million longiflorum bulbs are exported yearly, the

larger part finding their way to Europe. They are merely packed

in dry soil or in rice chaff mixed with soil.

A few new species have lately been found and a few samples
exported: L. Uke-Yuri, flowers similar to longiflorum, with shorter

trumpet and dark stamens, foliage like the speciosum type, forces
well, but is as yet rare and expensive; L. Alexandria, a pale pink

species, whose counterpart is found in the high latitudes of the state

of California and the north Pacific coast and known under the name

of L. Washingtonianum; also a sub-species of Lilium longiflorum,

with curious dark purplish stem, the trumpet white on the inside,

but a deep purplish outside, which seems almost like a cross between

Lilium Brownii and the pure longiflorum type; bulb and habit same

as longiflorum.

The greatest success in the culture of lily bulbs is surely at-

tained by following as closely as possible in the footsteps of Mother

Nature, trying to give these children of the forest as much as pos-

sible the requirements of their native element, the rich, moist soil,

the partial shade and above all, loving care.-H. H. BERGER, in

Gardening.
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PRUNING ROSES.

In the case of climbing or running or pillar roses, the end

desired is as great an amount of bloom as the plants are capable of

bearing. Such plants are, as a rule, strong growers, and if the soil

fertility is kept up they are capable of producing an immense num-

ber of good blooms. Perfection of form and large size of bloom is

not a direct object, as in the case of hybrid perpetuals, hybrid teas

and tea roses, where close pruning is practiced to attain such results.

However, the gardener or pruner must use his judgment in regard

to the capacity of the plant. Knowing the plant to be o' a vigorous

variety, and in good condition, as shown by the growth of wood of

the previous year, it is safe to assume tþat it will be able to carry

nearly as much bloom as can set on the strong canes and shoots of

the last year's growth. It is always to be understood that the soil

fertility is maintained in the highest condition by the use of stable

manure or artificial fertilizers. The essential pruning, therefore, of

climbing roses, in the condition mentioned, consists in shortening in

the long canes by removing some of the smaller growth at their tips,

which was made late in the season, and also shortening in the last

year's growth from the older canes, allowing as many buds to each

shoot as, in the judgment of the pruner, may be well developed the

coming season. Thus it will be seen that the work of pruning roses

demands the exercise of the judgment of the prier, based on a

knowledge of the plant. But to formulate pruning directions as

closely as possible, the following statements may be observed:

i. Cut away entirely ail dead wood and ail old canes that are

no longer serviceable, and all weak shoots.

2. Leave as many principal canes as the plant appears capable

of supporting.

3. Shorten the principal canes to strong, sound wood.

4. Shorten the shoots of last year's growth to a few buds (four

to six) from which the plant will be able to produce new shoots suffi-

cient to cover the whole space of the trellis, or that occupied by the

main canes.- Vick's Magazine.
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